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Techniques for Data Privacy Preserving in Cloud Computing Environments

ABSTRACT: Cloud Computing renders useful services over the Internet by increasing resource utilization and computational
services at a decreased cost along different sectors. Data owners outsource their private data on cloud environment leading to
loss of physical control over data. Security solutions provided in the literature to safeguard the data mainly focus on authen-
tication and authorization. Data privacy preservation is one of the key areas in providing data security to ensure privacy
guarantees for sensitive data namely health records, financial data, personal identities by providing strong end-to-end
privacy. In this paper, the authors classify challenges in data privacy preservation based on the nature of mechanisms and type
of data stored in cloud  environments. The paper presents a detailed analysis of the literature in terms of methodologies
adopted, algorithms proposed and cloud security performance metrics.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is information technology architecture used by enterprises and individuals with advantages that include on-
demand self-services, ubiquitous network access and location independent resource pooling [1]. The resources provided over
the cloud can be shared, is dynamically scalable, rapidly provisioned, virtualized and released with minimum service provider
interaction. Personal data of several millions of users can be managed in cloud as it provides cheap data storage, good flexibility
with reduced power consumptions [2]. Data storage and computation can be performed simultaneously in a coordinated way on
networked computers using cloud computing infrastructure. Users pay for the service as an operating expense without incurring
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any significant initial capital expenditure, with the cloud services employing a metering system that divides the computing
resource into appropriate blocks [2].

Generally several issues surround cloud such as interoperability, data portability, universal standards, SLAs (Service level
agreements), security and privacy of sensitive information. Recent security breaches have led to compromise of data belonging
to millions of people who have mined the trust of potential users in the cloud [3].An example of the security incidents include first
incident being the external intrusion attack leading to stealing of seventy seven million personal accounts in the Sony PlayStation
Network outage, second incident in the multi-day outage of Dropbox due to miss-configuration problem led to visitors logging in
to twenty five million customer accounts, and finally private photo leakage of celebrities from the Apple iCloud storage service
due to weakly protected login credentials [4]. Backup information, business details, user profiles are ubiquitously available
through cloud storage and are accessible to users over the network. Issues pertaining to cloud data storage can be listed as data
archiving, disaster recovery, online data backup, data compliances and compliance regulations.

Unauthorized access of data, steeling of digital data attributes to data owners losing control over cloud, like to the “honest but
curious” CSPs causing leakage of personal data privacy. The privacy risk in business era is when authoritarians misuse secret
information. Privacy preservation must be of prime concern in the network user data due to long distance and insecure transmis-
sion channels and data maybe precious belonging to health, finance or personal type. Data Privacy preservation is a challenging
aspect where data mining techniques are used over data. Technical approaches used in preserving privacy of datasets mainly
include encryption and data anonymization.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes all the related works on Data Privacy Preservation for Heteroge-
neous Data. Section 3 focuses on proposed technique in Data Privacy Preservation along with mechanisms and algorithms.
Section 4 presents the analysis of mechanisms proposed in the literature against welldefined performance criteria. Section 5 draws
the conclusions.

2. Data Privacy Preservation for Heterogeneous Data

We classify the data privacy preservation based on nature of data as: network user data, genetic data, biometric data and training
data set.

Figure 1 presents the challenges along with mechanisms and algorithms proposed to handle cloud data privacy. The rectangles
present in the diagram represent the nature of data and relevant challenges. Ovals denote the proposed mechanisms to handle the
identified challenges.

2.1. Privacy Preservation in Network User Data
The exponential data growth over the network with the use of Internet and mobile devices are confronted with serious privacy
concerns as valuable information are extracted and analyzed by various data mining methods. To address the privacy leakage
issue effectively in clustering analysis of network user data, authors propose Differential Privacy preservation Multiple Cores
DBSCAN (DP-MCDBSCAN) clustering schema [5]. It is a data distortion technique used in statistical databases of larger scale
based on differential privacy. It is an effective clustering schema used in solving randomness and blindness problem encountered
in DP-DBSCAN. The MCDBSCAN proposes the solution by selecting multiple core points then select the desired core point from
result of clustering thereby using an optimization technique. During data publishing, the proposed scheme adds Laplace noise
and the amount of noise here is independent of dataset scale. Experiments show small amount of noise required in large datasets
for privacy preservation and solution is proven to be time efficient.

Data processing of wireless sensor network in cloud gives rise to application related to e-health systems. Monitoring health data,
diagnosis record, medical histories and prescriptions are the components of e-health systems. Privacy concerns of ehealth
systems and efficient data processing in these systems are the key concerns to be addressed. Dual privacy preservation scheme
using certificate less fully homomorphic encryption is proposed by the authors [6]. It involves generation of keys, encryption,
decryption and homomorphism. Performance evaluation of the scheme proves the solution proposed to be efficient in terms of
communication costs, helps in resisting anti-collusion attacks and sniffing attacks.

2.2 Privacy Preservation in genetic data
Healthcare is taken to a new level with the usage of cloud computing paradigm. DNA data of patient is a form of genetic data
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Figure 1. A Data Privacy Preservation based on Heterogeneous Data

recently used by doctors for early diagnosis of health problems. To diagnose the health problems early pattern matching will be
done on the DNA data of the patient. Cloud platform is used for storing large volume of DNA data and to perform laborious
computations needed in DNA sequence matching. Testing of genetic information on cloud leads to data exposure to unauthorized
parties such as Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) and hence poses problems on privacy of genetic data. Secure DNA sequence
matching solution is proposed by authors that encrypts the genetic data before outsourcing to the cloud [7]. Doctors using this
system will have to perform testing on encrypted data only. Privacy leakage of DNA data and search pattern is solved using
modified predicate encryption. The proposed solution makes use of error tolerant character-by-character comparison using
predicate encryption method. Proposed solution guarantees Data confidentiality, Trace indistinguishability, Efficiency and Us-
ability. Performance analysis of the proposed solution ensures security, small communication cost and reduced computation
overhead compared to other secure pattern matching schemes.

2.3 Privacy issues in Training Data set
Classification of training dataset in data mining tasks is done by Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. Classifier hence
designed when released for public use violates privacy restricting the applicability of SVM. To solve privacy issued authors
propose Privacy Preserving SVM classifiers (PPSVM) that are scalable to large datasets resulting in large number of support
vectors [8]. In PPSVM, SVM classifiers are post processed so that they do not disclose privacy content of support vectors.
Original decision functions in PPSVM are transformed to infinite series of linear combination of monomial feature mapped support
vectors. Since attributes are hidden they provide better data protection. The method guarantees robustness, scalability and
accuracy in classification.
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Data classification using in machine learning uncovers hidden data patterns to the learners revealing the class to which the
newly arriving data belongs to by testing similarity of datasets [9]. This revelation of information, results in leakage of entities
asset during classification and similarity testing in cloud based distributed systems. During the classification and evaluation
process care must be taken to maintain data confidentiality of original data of the data owner, secrecy of learned model and
privacy of test data in predicting phase. To evaluate these scenarios authors have proposed Oblivious Evaluation of Multivari-
ate Polynomial (OMPE) approach for preserving privacy of test data and learned model. It is a secure multi-party communication
protocol used in computing multivariate polynomial function. Model similarity evaluation is used on learned model as a privacy
preserving scheme to represent closeness between different model. OMPE is feasible and efficient in-terms of computational
cost, preserves privacy and accurate in classification.

Multi-layer neural networks are an important learning model that clearly violates privacy during the process of learning. As a
solution to the issue, neural networks can be trained without revealing data over vertically partitioned databases with privacy
preserving. Hence the authors have propose a privacy preserving two-party distributed algorithm of back-propagation with
privacy preserving computation of activation function [10]. Homomorphic encryption based approach is used in the proposi-
tion to ensure reduced cost and hence the algorithm is lightweight in-terms of computation and communication overheads. Error
rate decreases when no of epoch increases helping in reduction of accuracy loss and hence is reasonable.

2.4. Privacy Preservation in Biometric Data
Biometric traits of an individual are unique, universal and irrevocable if leaked. Fingerprint identification systems are biometric
systems when landed on cloud platform suffers from two major problems. First is a privacy problem and second being need for
identification of fingerprint in an acceptable time when the data is placed on cloud servers. Asymmetric homomorphic encryp-
tion solution used in earlier systems is non-scalable and hence a proposal of efficient and privacy preserving fingerprint
identification system that uses symmetric homomorphic encryption technique [11] is used. In the scheme proposed, whenever
client enrolls his/her fingerprint with the system, data is not revealed to data server and cloud service providers. No other entity
other than client can access his/her biometric data. Filter-bank fingerprint matching system is used here and it guarantees high
accuracy in matching process as it uses nindependent feature codes. The proposed scheme saves storage cost, is time efficient
and outperforms earlier proposed privacy preserving schemes in terms of computation and communication.

Face recognition is a very popular biometric trait used in identification of an individual. Cloud services are increasingly being
used in face recognition systems for storing huge volumes of data generated and also to perform computationally expensive
operations used in recognition. Face recognition system requires interaction between the CSPs and the face owners. CSPs as
well as server where the information is stored can intervene with the data and misuse it resulting in violation of privacy. The
author here addresses the privacy issue by proposing a Privacy Preserving Face Recognition (PPFR) scheme that uses random-
ness techniques using affine transforms [12]. Encryption algorithm is used before outsourcing the biometric data that combines
permutations, diffusion and shift transforms to ensure privacy of data. Randomness technique is used in protecting Eigen faces
ensuring no interaction between face owner and service provider. The above said technique is storage and cost efficient.

3. Data Privacy Preservation Mechanisms and Algorithms

We classify the data privacy preservation algorithms and mechanisms based on the nature of mechanisms as: Data Storage,
Data management, Data confidentiality, Data access control, Data sharing, on-demand cloud services, proximity privacy breach,
server resource allocation and accountability.

3.1. Data storage and Privacy Preservation
We classify data privacy preservation mechanisms and algorithms in data storage as: encrypting intermediate datasets, data
leakage, insiders malicious operations/attacks, file injection attacks, resource consumption and access control rights. Figure 2
presents the challenges along with mechanisms and algorithms used to handle data privacy in cloud data storage. The rect-
angles present in the diagram represent the mechanisms and ovals denote the algorithms proposed in the literature.

Encrypting Intermediate Datasets. Massive amount of intermediate datasets are being generated as a result of computations in
cloud environment for data intensive application. Adversary can derive useful information if intermediate data sets are
unencrypted. But storage cost considerably increases when all the intermediate data is encrypted. A solution is hence proposed
to have an efficient and cost effective novel upper bound privacy leakage constraint-based approach, for encrypting interme
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Figure 2. Data Privacy Preservation Mechanisms and Algorithms in Data Storage

diate datasets [13]. Privacy propagation is analyzed in datasets initially, and an upper bound is decided for privacy disclosure.
Those intermediate datasets are anonymized. Saving privacy preserving cost is a constrained optimization problem. The above
said approach ensures cost effectiveness, scalability and is time efficient.

Data Leakage. Increased use of cloud services in various areas such as health, finance and businesses relies on its advantages
that resources are available at a reduced cost, increased storage, flexible in nature. All the data outsourced to the cloud finds it
placed in datacenters which must be secure and reliable. Data storage is an important area where private data of user is placed
and that needs to be preserved and not exposed for attacks. Authors focus on privacy of data storage in cloud and have
proposed methods in solving data leakage, data integrity, data availability and access control aspects [14]. Logical space
separation classifies the data into private and nonprivate. Probabilistic methods are used for such classifications. Private data
is given an additional level of security by encryption. Private and non-private data are both encrypted using a single key and
stored. Identity access management is used in solving authentication issue. The system is proven to be cost effective, has a
reduced maintenance and increased efficiency of resources.

Lack of control over data storage and data management of confidential data in cloud resulting in data loss or leakage hinders the
adoption of cloud by potential users. Encryption seems to be the immediate solution to solve these issues but they seem to
hamper the efficiency and limit the functionality provided by cloud services. To retain these crucial advantages a mechanism is
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proposed by authors to semantically split the data on local premises in multi clouds, provide privacy to the chunks of data which
are at risk so that adversaries are not able to derive the original data [4]. The proposed mechanism has the contents of resulting
chunks after partition which is based on actual semantics of data. It uses C sanitization where privacy requirements are
intuitively defined by data owners so that they are not exposed to attackers. The proposed approach is scalable and efficient
even for the most common search and retrieval operations.

Insiders Malicious Operations/Attacks. Smart data storage in cloud has pushed in improving old businesses and setting up
new businesses. Institutions like finance migrate their services to cloud based model for higher level flexibility and hence utilize
benefits of cloud services. Major concern of these improvements is privacy leakage caused by malicious insiders operations.
The authors hence propose Privacy Preserving Smart data Storage (PS2) model in distributed data storage scenario [15]. Data
storage request operations in PS2 uses distributed encryption algorithm where private data is split and stored on different cloud
servers. Distributed decryption algorithm decrypts data retrieved from cloud servers and performs inverse of encryption
operation. Performance assessment of PS2 terms the solution as providing higher level data protection and less data processing
in cloud and hence faster in terms of execution time, adaptable and feasible.

File Injection Attacks. Querying over encrypted databases in cloud attributes to protection of privacy of queries and databases
but leaks considerable amount of information. Dynamic searchable symmetric encryption was hence used, but these schemes
are vulnerable to file injection attacks. Towards these attacks and support dynamic data operations with security and forward
privacy, authors propose privacy preserving indexing and query processing protocols [16]. Probabilistic inverted index code
structure is a new index code design used for query processing of encrypted data storage. Solution proposed supports multi-
keyword queries ensuring query efficiency and privacy.

Resource Consumption and Access Control Rights. User’s personal data stored in cloud storage services are accessible using
mobile phones, tablets but faces issues related to resource consumption. Lot of mobile resources such as processing (CPU),
data (usage of internet) and battery are consumed during access of multi-cloud storage services. Hence an efficient and secure
multi-cloud storage system for mobile devices is proposed by authors resulting in saving of resources namely battery, CPU, data
usage [2]. This proposal includes objectives to save the resources using a 3 layer framework. To provide security data is split
and stored using different CSP’s and privacy is maintained using encrypted tokens. Security of user sensitive data and
resources of mobile devices are saved through the approach proposed.

Figure 3 presents the challenges along with mechanisms and algorithms used to handle data privacy in cloud systems. The
rectangles present in the diagram represent the mechanisms and ovals denote the algorithms proposed in the literature.

3.2. Data Management
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is one of the data services provided in cloud for encrypted image data stored on cloud
environment. Data management and data sharing are the major challenges to be addressed as the image data is encrypted for
security purposes leading to image retrieval issues. If images have to be decrypted during retrieval operation then sensitive
information may get leaked to the honest but curious CSP leading to major privacy breach. The authors have hence proposed
a privacy preserving content based image retrieval method combined with an improved Bag of Visual Words model (BoVW) and
orthogonal transformation [17]. Improved BoVW model is based on hamming embedding which helps to achieve higher accu-
racy in retrieval of large scale images. AES-128 encryption algorithm encrypts images. Orthogonal decomposition is applied on
image features instead of images. This method achieves advantages in-terms of high retrieval accuracy and security of images.

Data management in cloud based on storage efficiency is improved using a technique named data deduplication. Data deduplication
is a specialized data compression technique used in eliminating duplicate copies of data hence ensures reduced storage and
reduced network communication requirements. Due to its intervention in cloud it causes loss in data confidentiality. A trusted
execution environment (TEE) based secure data deduplication is hence proposed that aims in solving the issue of confidential-
ity of sensitive data and storage efficiency [18]. To ensure compatibility between data deduplication and encryption the above
said scheme used Proof of ownerships (PoW) and Convergent Encryption (CE) to balance storage efficiency and data privacy.
Privilege based authentication code is used to ensure in preventing malicious users without privilege from accessing files. Any
file before being outsourced to Cloud Service Provider, uses Convergent Encryption to support secure data deduplication.
Secure key management is ensured using TEE and the said scheme is efficient and feasible.
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Figure 3. Taxonomy of Data Privacy Preservation Mechanisms and Algorithms

3.3. Data Confidentiality
Conserving data confidentiality against data mining methods is done by concealing sensitive rules with appropriate modifica-
tions to prevent unauthorized access. Data sanitization is the method to solve data confidentiality issue against the data mining
methods. Association rule hiding is a privacy preserving data mining technique used in solving the sanitization research chal-
lenges but modifies the database resulting in loss rule, false rule and ghost rule in database. The author proposes a method to
reduce the four sanitization research challenges namely hiding failure, information loss, false rule generation and modification
degree using firefly optimization algorithm [19]. Sanitization key is generated using firefly algorithm which effectively hides
sensitive rules of large databases as well as helps in recovery from malicious attacks. The method proposed is effective and
robust.

3.4. Data Access Control
In a multi-user collaborative cloud based applications, different users access data that interests them to grow in their businesses
and achieve significant benefits. In data sharing scenario, data may be authenticated before use but access to one another’s data
may come from unauthorized users leading to privacy issues which is a challenge considered in cloud. Proposed approach is
named as Shared Authority based Privacy preserving Authentication protocol (SAPA) to ensure security and privacy consider-
ations in data sharing [1]. SAPA use integrative approaches. The proposed method takes care of two aspects i.e., it is aimed at
users who like to share data field with others and also users who want to decline/ignore the requests. SAPA presents an
anonymous access request mechanism for the users requesting for shared access to data. Proxy re-encryption and Attribute
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based access control also is used to provide controlled data access. Forward security is realized using SAPA. It also promises
data anonymity and authentication.

Cloud security issue concerns three entities i.e., privacy of data owners when their data is outsourced to the cloud, for the CSP’s
who need information about the data to provide QOS services and for authorized users to be able to access true value of data.
To meet the need of all three parties authors propose a retrievable data perturbation method with data access control[20].
Perturbed data adds noise to the original data but maintains numerical statistics of original data i.e., mean and covariance in the
process remains unchanged. Original data can be retrieved from perturbed data with key by authorized users. So the proposed
method does not compromise on privacy aspect.

3.5. Data Sharing
In data sharing to establish a secure cloud environment it is necessary to identify unauthorized and malicious users from the
authorized ones and hence prevent them from accessing data content. Data anonymization model is useful in data sharing and
releasing scenarios for data security. Major challenge this model beholds is the high privacy and utility rate. Hence to overcome
these challenges authors propose a Circular interpolation and Chronological-Whale Optimization algorithm (CIC-WOA) based
coefficient generation for data privacy preservation [21]. Chronological WOA is used to find optimal privacy and usage
coefficient by performing circular interpolation of data. Fitness function is used to maximize privacy and utility of the privacy
and utility coefficient. The algorithm is scalable and time efficient.

3.6. Proximity Privacy Breach
Big data applications like healthcare and businesses that make use of cloud services are concerned about the privacy issue as
sensitive information is often released or shared among third parties in cloud. Privacy-sensitive information can be obtained
with less effort by an adversary as big data is used in public cloud environments that disables privacy protection measures. The
authors model the problem of big data local recoding against proximity privacy breaches as proximity aware clustering problem
and propose a scalable two-phase clustering approach [22]. Two-phase clustering approach has t-ancestors clustering algo-
rithm and proximity aware agglomerative clustering algorithm to address scalability problem. Dataset is pre-processed and
attribute partitioning is applied. Dataset is classified as general identifier, quasi identifier and sensitive attribute which is
anonymized and stored in the cloud. The solution proposed is scalable and time efficient and results in low level data distortion
and helps in combating proximity attacks.

3.7. On-demand Cloud Services
Insurance and finance sectors use cloud services as the cloud provides scalable, flexible, on-demand solutions enabling digital
data to be stored anywhere in the world helping the business flourish. With the huge amount of data storage in cloud Obfusca-
tion and privacy issues are prevalent which are areas of concern that need immediate solutions. Authors here propose Privacy
Preserving Model to Prevent Digital Data Loss in the Cloud (PPM–DDLC)[3] and hence to resolve obfuscation issues in cloud.
Data portability and Cloud interoperability is taken care by the Diffie-Helman algorithm. The approach proposed works when
there is an agreement that cloud requesters/ end users ensure that all their data have their own privacy policy even though they
use different Cloud service providers.

3.8. Server Resource Allocation
Geo-distributed clouds can be used in applications such as e-health monitoring where privacy preserving and minimum service
delay is expected in distributed scenario. Transmission of health data using insecure transmission channels in long distance
may result in security related attacks. Authors propose a traffic shaping algorithm to help achieve minimum service delay and
thwart traffic analysis attacks [23]. The traffic shaping algorithm helps in reducing traffic analysis attacks by data traffic related
to e-health to a different form and hence the data becomes unrecognizable, hence solves user privacy issue. Resource allocation
scheme is used in allocating server under load balancing condition to minimize service delay. Performance evaluation using
simulation demonstrates effectiveness of the system with solution to the problems pointed earlier.

3.9. Accountability
Cloud technologies current legislation provides limited transparency and oversight, fails to encourage privacy innovation, and
lacks the flexibility to effectively and efficiently regulate new technologies and globalized business practices. New approaches
to data privacy regimes must focus greatly on accountability and translation of practical mechanisms to preserve privacy of data
[24]. Customers expect their Personal identification Information (PII)  Ito be protected and appropriately used over cloud.
Several  principles are proposed in the paper relating to accountability, and hence state them as a means of placing legal
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responsibility over the organizations owning PII of customers held responsible for providing comparable level of protection and
ensuring only appropriate use of PII by third parties using such information. European Union data privacy regulatory structure
is hoped to develop hybrid accountability mechanism and address the current problems by combining legal, regulatory and
technical means of leveraging both public and private forms of accountability.

4. Analysis of Privacy Preserving Mechanisms

Solutions proposed in the literature for the privacy preservation are evaluated in this paper based on the following performance
criteria.

Data Confidentiality. To store private or confidential data in the cloud, authentication and access control strategies are used.

Data Integrity. Without client’s knowledge data cannot be physically accessed, checking data for correctness is data integrity.

Scalability. Ability to meet business demands by increasing or decreasing resources as per need ensures scalability in cloud.

Efficiency: Cloud efficiency depends on the following parameters. Efficiency can be measured with respect to time, cost, and
storage compared with other methods.

Accuracy. Assessing accuracy in cloud leads to factors such as Retrieval accuracy, Classification accuracy in various applica-
tions.

Load balancing. Applications are managed based on workload demand by distributing load and resources in cloud computing
environment.

Service Delay. Delay between data owner request and cloud service providers response determines service latency.

Reduced Maintenance. Maintenance of software, OS are taken care by the cloud environment resulting in fewer burdens on
client.

Efficient Resource Utilization. Load balancing in servers as per the demand and task consolidation is effective ways of
increasing resource utilization.

Computation and Communication Efficient. Communication of data across the network and computation cost involved with the
usage of cloud services must be reasonable.

Robustness. Cloud based systems must be reliable and available to ensure that users are not inconvenienced.

Correctness of Data. Data integrity of users is an important factor and is verified by third party auditors generally on behalf of
cloud users.

Access Control. Allowing, denying, restricting are the various possibilities that arise in cloud based systems for different kind
of users trying to access the data stored.

The observations from the literature review and analysis against the performance parameters are presented in Table 1.

From the literature review it is observed that security and data privacy preserving are the key factors considered by all
applications in cloud in general, but in addition the authors have also identified specific factors towards effectiveness. Major
significance is attached to parameters like scalability, time efficiency, storage efficiency, computation cost and communication
overhead as these serve as deciding factors in ensuring best performance across all applications using cloud.

5. Conclusions

The advent of Cloud technology has paved new trend in emerging businesses and upgradation of old businesses. Security and
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Table 1. Analysis of Data Privacy Preservation Mechanisms

Parameter Data Privacy Preservation Mechanisms

Data Confidentiality [1]

Data Integrity [1]

Scalability [7], [8], [13], [19], [21], [22]

Execution time efficiency [5], [11], [13], [16], [18], [19], [21], [22], [25]

Cost efficiency [3], [12], [13], [14], [18]

Load balancing [23]

Service delay [23]

Accuracy [5], [11]

Storage efficiency [4], [11], [12], [18]

Reduced maintenance [14]

Efficient resource utilization [2], [14]

Retrieval accuracy [10], [17]

Classification accuracy [8], [9], [10]

Computation and
Communication efficient [6], [7], [9], [10], [11], [18]

Robustness [8], [19]

Correctness of data [20]

Access control [2], [20], [25]

Security and Privacy
Preserving [4], [9], [11], [15], [16], [17], [20], [21], [26]

privacy issues have been considered as key concerns across all sectors where cloud computing is being adopted. Different
techniques and methodologies proposed in literature towards solving these issues in multi-cloud, distributed cloud, geo-
distributed cloud environments handling heterogeneous data in various applications. Improvements are attempted considering
different parameters and better ways are approached while compared to older methods. The authors have classified data privacy
preservation challenges in-terms of types of data, mechanisms and algorithms used towards effective solutions. It is observed
that, the prime factor parameters such as scalability, execution time efficiency, storage efficiency, computation and communica-
tion overhead have been widely used to evaluate various privacy preserving mechanisms and algorithms.
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